Reading lesson plans: Homes: Answer Key

1. a) The person living there

- What’s his/her name? Luke Matthews
- What’s his job? Luke is a writer
- What kind of person is he? He prefers being by himself.

b) The building

- What does it look like? The walls and windows are very thick; there is a light at the top; all the rooms in the lighthouse are on top of each other; there is a spiral staircase in the middle and all the rooms are round.
- How old is it? over a hundred years old.
- Does it still work? The building is no longer a working lighthouse

c) Living in the building

- What can the person see? morning sunrises and evening sunsets; countryside all around; dolphins and whales and many different kinds of sea birds; seals
- What can he hear? waves crashing onto the rocks below; the sea; the wind; birds calling
- Who does he live with? He lives alone/by himself
- Does he have any neighbours? No
- What does he like about living there? It’s easy for him to work with bo people around; the wonderful views; the sea life
- What problems does he have about living there? It’s difficult to grow vegetables because of the wind and the rabbits